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INFO BOX
Stating Personal Opinions

Sam: What do you think about roller coaster?

Carrie: I think it is fantastic.

Tom: I agree with you.             What do you think, John?

John: I disagree.             I think it is terrifying.

Jack: What do you think about carrousel? 

Simon: I hate it.             I think it is dull.

Ted: I love it.            I think  it is amazing.

Stating Personal Feelings

What do you think about fairs?
—I think they are exciting.

                                   fun
                               amazing 

                                 crazy
                               exciting
                              fantastic

                            interesting 
                            thrilling

—I think they are boring.
                                 dull

                                horrible 
                               terrifying
                            frightening
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Which of the following fair rides does NOT take place in the pictures?

Ferris Wheel
Carrousel
Roller Coaster

Roller Coaster
Ferris Wheel
Carrousel

Bumper Cars
Ghost Train
Train Ride

Ferris Wheel
Ghost Train
Roller Coaster

Carrousel
Train Ride
Bumper Cars

Bumper Cars
Train Ride
Ghost Train

1

2

3

4

5

6

ACTIVITY 1
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What do you think about fair rides?  Write three adjectives  for each one. You can use adjectives 
in the box.

1 2

3 4

5 6

exciting fun  dull terrifying  fantastic  thrilling

interesting boring amazing crazy frightening dangerous

fast    risky    horrible   slow   scary enjoyable

ACTIVITY 2
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Angela thinks fairs are exciting places. You  can see her opinions about fair rides below. Look at 
the charts and make sentences  as in the example.

fun 

thrilling

dangerous exciting

amazing exciting tiring

boring

dull

e.g. Angela thinks the ghost trains are amazing.

1. ....................................................................................................................................

2. ....................................................................................................................................

3. ....................................................................................................................................

4. ....................................................................................................................................

5. ....................................................................................................................................

6. ....................................................................................................................................

7. ....................................................................................................................................

8. ....................................................................................................................................

ACTIVITY 3
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It travels in a dark tunnel.
It scares the people.
It is so frightening.

Read the fair ride riddles, find the answers and write in the boxes. 

There are many animals.
You are on a horse.
You are at the same speed.

It’s easy to drive.
It is a small electric vehicle.
It can carry two people.

It goes up and down in a 
short time.
It is full of adrenaline.
It is so fast and thrilling.

It is very big and round.
It has many seats.
It often stops.

1 2

3 4

5

ACTIVITY 4
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Rebecca and Chris are playing ‘Agree or Disagree’ 
game in the class. Rebecca shares her opinions about 
fair rides with Chris. He agrees or disagrees with her. 
Read the sentences and complete the sentences with 
‘I agree’ or ‘ I disagree’.

1.  Rebecca:  I don’t like carrousels. I 
think they are boring.

2. Rebecca: I think roller coasters are 
crazy and interesting. I love them.

3. Rebecca: I like ferris wheels. They are 
amazing .

4. Rebecca: I think the bumper cars are 
dull. I don’t like them.

5. Rebecca: I love ghost trains. They are 
so fantastic.

6. Rebecca: I hate going to carnivals. 
They are very noisy and crowded.

Chris:………………………………………
They are not exciting.

Chris:………………………………………
They are thrilling and fun.

Chris:………………………………………
I think they are not exciting and fun.

Chris:………………………………………
They are not enjoyable.

Chris:………………………………………
They are horrible.

Chris:………………………………………
 I enjoy carnivals. They are amazing 
places.

ACTIVITY 5
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crazy   dangerous  dull  interesting thrilling  

horrible     enjoyable    good fantastic scary

boring amazing  fun terrifying tiring  

exciting  frightening happy risky  shocked

Categorize the adjectives below.

POSITIVE ADJECTIVES

ACTIVITY 6

NEGATIVE ADJECTIVES
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Lisa

Fred

Ted

Julia

: like

: dislike

: love

: hate

: crazy about

1. Lisa…………………………the carrousel.

2. Fred…………………………the ferris wheel but he……………………………the train ride.

3. Ted……………………………the bumper cars but he…………………………the ferris wheel.

4. Julia……………………………the ghost train but she…………………………the bumper cars.

5. Lisa and Julia………………the ferris wheel.

6. Fred …………………………the carrousel but he………………………………the ghost train.

7. Ted……………………………the train ride but he………………………………the carrousel.

8. Fred…………………………the ferris wheel but Ted …………………………the ghost train.

7. Look at the table and complete the sentences.

!!!Use the correct form of the verbs.

ACTIVITY 7
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Read the dialogue and write True (T) or False (F). Then correct the FALSE statements.

1. Diana likes funfairs.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Oliver’s brother is crazy about fair rides.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Mary agrees with Diana about funfairs.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. Oliver dislikes the ferris wheel.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Diana wants to ride the bumper cars together.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. All of them can go to the fair together.
………………………………………………………………………………………………

Oliver: There is a fair at the weekend.

Diana: Really? I think funfairs are fantastic places.

Mary: Oh! I disagree. I think they are dangerous but my brother is crazy about fair rides.

Oliver: The ghost train is my favourite. It is thrilling and fun.

Diana: I don’t like it. It is scary. My favourite ride is ferris wheel.

Mary: Ferris wheel? It is very boring. I hate it. 

Oliver: I agree. I don’t like it because I’m afraid of heights.

Diana: We can ride the bumper cars together. They are so exciting.

Oliver:  Yeah! I agree. They are fantastic.

Mary: Oh, no! It is very boring. I can’t join you because I should do my homework.

Diana: OK! We can go to the fair together, Oliver.

Oliver: Great!

ACTIVITY 8
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Read the dialogue in the Activity 8 again and answer the questions.

1. When is the fair?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. What does Mary think about funfairs?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. What’s Diana’s favourite ride?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. Does Oliver like ghost trains?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Why does Oliver dislike ferris wheels?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. Can Mary go to the fair with Oliver and Diana?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. What does Oliver think about the bumber cars?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
8. Whose brother is crazy about fair rides?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
9. What do you think about fairs?
………………………………………………………………………………………………

ACTIVITY 9
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Circle   the adjectives and underline the names of fair rides. Then, make a sentence using other 
words and find the secret sentence.

carrousel        Let’s   terrifying horrible go

crazy  to ferris wheel fun dangerous

interesting the frightening   better fair

amazing ghost train today  fantastic dull

everybody exciting thrilling                    roller coaster          fast

boring comes  train ride  enjoyable and

bumper car plays scary   there crowded

Secret Sentence : .............................................................................................................!

ACTIVITY 10
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Make comparisons as in the example. 

 bumper cars

 train ride

roller coaster

carrousel

ghost train

ferris wheel

shopping mall

fair

London

Madrid

snowy  weather

sunny weather

e.g. I think the bumper cars are more exciting than the train ride.
       I think  the train ride is more boring than the bumper cars.

1..........................................................................................................

............................................................................................................

2..........................................................................................................

............................................................................................................

3..........................................................................................................

............................................................................................................

4..........................................................................................................

............................................................................................................

5..........................................................................................................

............................................................................................................

ACTIVITY 11
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Carrousel

Roller coaster  

Ghost train

Interesting 

We are playing ‘ Words in a word’ game. Let’s play it together! Look at the words below. Form 
other words using only the letters of these words. You can use the same letter several times.

Bumper car

up
bump
race
bear

e.g.

ACTIVITY 12

Fantastic
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TEST PART

Lily and her friends share their ideas about the rides at the fun fair.1.

Which of the following is FALSE according to the table above?
A) Mary and Lily are afraid of roller coasters.
B) Sue likes roller coasters, but she doesn’t like bumper cars or ferris wheels.
C) Lily and Sue don’t agree about bumper cars.
D) Mary decides to ride the ferris wheel.

Lily fantastic terrifying horrible

Sue dull exciting boring

Mary amazing frightening dangerous

Elisa and Rüzgar are sisters and brothers. They talk about the fun fair in the town.2.

Elisa: There is a fun fair in the town next week.
Rüzgar: Wow! I like fun fairs. Ghost train is my favorite. I think it is amazing.
Elisa: …………………………………… I think it is terrifying.
Rüzgar: Do you like bumper cars?
Elisa: …………………………………………………….. I don’t like driving.
Rüzgar: What about the carrousels?
Elisa: ………………………………………. They are safer than ghost trains and bumper cars.
Rüzgar: Yeah! You are right. We can ride the carrousel, then.

Which of the following Can NOT complete the conversation above?
A) I think bumper cars are frightening.
B) No, I hate them. 
C) I disagree.
D) I love them.
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There is NO information about the ……………………………. on the poster.
A) time of the fair                            
B) place of the fair
C) rides at the fair                            
D) date of the fair

3.
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ACTIVITY  1
1- Roller coaster
2- Carrousel
3- Ghost train
4- Ferris wheel
5- Bumper cars
6- Train ride

ACTIVITY  2
Student’s own answer

ACTIVITY 3
1- Angela thinks the ghost trains are fun.
2- Angela thinks the ghost trains are exciting.
3- Angela thinks the bumper cars are boring.
4- Angela thinks the bumper cars are tiring.
5- Angela thinks the bumper cars are dull.
6- Angela thinks the roller coasters are thrilling.
7- Angela thinks the roller coasters are dangerous.
8- Angela thinks the roller coasters are exciting.

ACTIVITY  4
1- Ghost train
2- Carrousel
3- Bumper cars   
4- Roller coaster
5- Ferris wheel  

ACTIVITY 5
1- I agree
2- I agree
3- I disagree
4- I agree
5- I disagree
6- I disagree

ACTIVITY 6
Positive adjectives         Negative adjectives
crazy – interesting – thrilling – enjoyable – good                                
fantastic – amazing – fun – exciting – happy                                        

dangerous – dull – horrible – scary – boring     
terrifying – tiring – frightening – risky – shocked                                                             

                                                                            

ACTIVITY PART ANSWER KEY
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ACTIVITY  7
1- is crazy about
2- loves / hates
3- dislikes / likes
4- is crazy about / hates
5- dislikes
6- likes / dislikes
7- is crazy about / hates
8- loves / loves

ACTIVITY  8
1- TRUE
2- FALSE – Mary’s brother is crazy about fair rides.
3- FALSE – Mary disagrees with Diana about funfairs.
4- TRUE
5- TRUE
6- FALSE – Diana and Oliver can go to the fair together.

ACTIVITY 9
1- It is at the weekend.
2- She thinks they are dangerous.
3- Diana’s favourite ride is ferris wheel.
4- Yes, he does.
5- Because he is afraid of heights.
6- No, she can’t.
7- He thinks they are fantastic.
8- Mary’s brother is crazy about fair rides.
9- Student’s own answer

ACTIVITY 10
                              : terrifying, horrible, crazy, fun, dangerous, interesting, frightening, better
                                amazing, dull, fantastic,  exciting, thrilling, fast, boring, enjoyable , scary,          
                                crowded      

Underline :  carrousel, ferris wheel, ghost train, roller coaster, train ride, bumper cars
Secret sentence: Let’s go to the fair today. Everybody comes and plays there.

ACTIVITY  11
Student’s own answer

ACTIVITY  12
Student’s own answer

 TEST PART ANSWER KEY: 1. D   2. A   3. C

Circle


